
TRUST THE MAGIC OF A NEW START 

Dear Readers,

Now is the time for new beginnings, new ideas, new energy that

is exciting and surprising. Change can be scary, but you know

what's scarier? Allowing fear to stop you from progressing. In

the past 2 years, we have experienced two major transitions

particularly from offline to online and vice-versa. As stated in the

VIT's vision, we, as skilled gardeners, nurture you to become

industry ready aspirants through a wide range of activities that

focus on the outcome based education. It comprises of

knowledge, skills, and the right attitude.

A pool of 'Beyond Syllabus Activities‘ imbibe the right skill-set in

you. For instance, a Car is a beautifully engineered vehicle which

is designed by implementing Engineering Graphics principles,

built-up with the help of Mechanics, that functions accurately

due to Mathematical dimensions, runs on the principles of

Physics and Chemistry, controlled by applying the code of

Computer Programming, and is successfully synchronized by the

use of effective Communication Skills and Ethics by the driver.

So, get ready to drive this car and experience the beauty of

engineering. It is said that when your actions contradict your

words, your words don't mean anything.

So, "Don't talk, just act. Don't say, just show. Don't promise, just

prove."
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This program helped the students to adjust or acclimatize to
their roles and environment. It laid its emphasis on the
syllabus of various subjects, the marking scheme as laid by
University of Mumbai, Campus Tour, Mentoring Session, Fun
activities by Student Council, Academic Interactive session
and much more. Their first ever Campus Tour in the institute
guided by senior student coordinators helped them to
explore various places in VIT. The session with their
Academic Coordinators helped them to understand about
various permissions required to be taken in the institute,
discipline to be maintained in the campus, and much more.
The fun activities conducted by the Student Council helped
them to be comfortable in this new mode of learning. On the
whole, this induction program helped them to learn about
VIT’s culture and values, its institutional policies, processes,
practices, and the overall ambience.

Department Faculty

EDUCATION QUALIFICATION:
Pursuing Ph.D.(Physics),

PGDOM-Operations
M.Sc. (Physics), UoM

B.Sc. (Physics), Gold Medallist 

WORKING EXPERIENCE:
17 YEARS

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION:
NANOTECHNOLOGY

PROF. AMEYA NYAYADHISH

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

EDUCATION QUALIFICATION:
Pursuing Ph.D.(Solar Energy),
M.Tech. (Mechanical),
B.E. (Mechanical)

WORKING EXPERIENCE:
10 YEARS

AREA OF SPECIALIZATION:
SOLAR ENERGY,
HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER, 
WEAPON ENGINEERING

PROF. ISHAN UPADHYAY

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Vidyalankar Institute of Technology’s Department of First
Year Engineering had organised an Offline Induction
Program of 2 days to welcome Semester – II students and
their parents of the Academic Year 2021-22. It aimed to
apprise the First Year Engineering students about the
Founders, Institute’s Vision and Mission, the administrative
structure, introduction about the organizational hierarchy,
and much more. It also helped students to understand the
recent achievements of the institute’s Autonomous status
and helped them to connect with the Semester – II faculty. It
made them feel comfortable in the new environment of this
offline mode. It helped them build bonds with other students
and faculty members in-person, and exposed them to a
larger purpose and self-exploration.



I believe that Vidyalankar Institute of Technology always adores the

values and principles to imbibe proper discipline, and social

etiquettes amongst its students. We are also provided with a wide

range of opportunities in the form of projects, BSA, etc. Thus, we

are privileged to be a part of the institute; not only as a student but

also as a growing professional. Student Council helped us to

explore and get involved in different fields of interest through

various activities. It helped us to develop our skills and widen our

mind-sets. Each one of us is personally attended by every faculty

member with respect to academics and skill development areas.

This helps to elevate our performances. Till now our journey has

been a great venture for each one of us and I am quite sure that it

will be more fruitful in the upcoming tenure.

Student's Speak
Khushi Bawane, FE Electronics Engineering

Digvijay Mawale, FE Computer Engineering

Although no one can go back and make a brand new start. Anyone

can start from now and make a brand new ending. Though our first

semester went like the last two years in the online mode, the

second semester brought in a new wave of joy for most of us; as it is

in the offline mode. This transition from online to offline was a

major transition. But with help of friends and faculty, we all eased

into it and also all the events and extra curricular activities by VIT

helped us ease into this new environment with fun.

First day into offline college and all I could think of was the infinite

memories I will make in this place. On a lighter note, I will miss

online exams, but now there is much more to look forward to.

Cheers to new beginnings!

Aditi Datekar, FE Electronics Engineering

As it is aptly said, ‘College is an experience of a lifetime’, I can easily

relate this as a VITian. College is a pleasant transition for me, that I

had not experienced before. Being admitted in Vidyalankar has been

a boon to me. I feel that I have positively developed as a person

because studying in such an esteemed institute under the guidance

of the best faculty and mentors has surely helped me imbibe great

knowledge and a strategic mind-set. My heartfelt gratitude to all

the faculty members and my fellow companions for being

supportive, patient, and for always extending your helping hands

without a second thought. I have really enjoyed being a part of this

institute ever since I took admission and I look forward for an

exciting journey ahead!
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